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TRAINING PROGRAM
 
Whether you have a new puppy or an older dog, we offer a 
variety of training options aimed at enriching the lives of dogs 
and the people who love them. 
 
Triple DSM “Guaranteed” Training
Our training programs offer an exciting schedule of boarding 
or daycare, paired with intense 45-minute training sessions. 
They also include two half-hour private training sessions with 
Mom and Dad! We offer a safe and productive environment 
to teach and reinforce the Triple D’s of training: DURATION, 
DISTANCE, AND DISTRACTIONS!

We GUARANTEE the five essential commands every dog 
should know: SIT, DOWN, STAY (15 MINUTES), COME,  
LEASH SKILLS (loose leash walking).

Day-N-TrainSM

Our Day-n-Train option offers our guests the benefits of Dog 
Daycare or Overnight stays, but also includes 45-minute 
training sessions with our experienced trainers.

Board-N-TrainSM

Board-N-Train is a four-week, 20-day comprehensive training 
program consisting of five weekdays of boarding with daily 
training session each week. Board-N-Train pups stay with us 
during the week to receive training, they are home on the 
weekends. Board-N-Train owners receive two half-hour private 
sessions with their pup and our trainer, providing hands-on 
training that reinforces the training their pup is completing. 
We GUARANTEE the 5 essential commands every dog should 
know; SIT, DOWN, STAY (15 MINUTES), COME, LEASH SKILLS 
(loose leash walking).

Board-N-Train PlusSM

Board-N-Train Plus includes Board-N-Train, but implements a 
full 30 days of boarding and training with no “off days” during 
the week to go home. This is a more intensive program that 
gives the pup additional training. Board-N-Train Plus owners 
receive two half-hour private training sessions with their pup 
and our trainer, providing hands-on training for the owners 
that reinforces the training their pup is completing. We 
GUARANTEE the 5 essential commands every dog should 
know; SIT, DOWN, STAY (15 MINUTES), COME, LEASH SKILLS 
(loose leash walking).

Private Training
Is your dog struggling with a specific issue?  Our Private 
Training is available at both of our facilities and in-home upon 
appointment.  We can focus on specific issues as well as basic 
and advanced dog training.

Dogs in training go home with daily report cards and pictures.
Please call for pricing.  
Best Friends Fur Ever, Rompers, Easy Rider, Assisted Canine Care, Mutt MasterMinds, Triple D, Board-N-Train, 
Board-N-Train Plus, and Day-N-Train are service marks of Best Friends Fur Ever, Inc.

www.bestfriendsfurever.com


